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 “Sometimes we walk on the ground, sometimes on sidewalks or asphalt, or 
other surfaces. Can we find ground to walk on and can we listen for the 
sound or sounds of ground? Are we losing ground? Can we find new ground 

by listening for it?”—Pauline Oliveros (1932-2016) 

In addition to this year’s theme, WLD 2017 reflects and honors the life and 
legacy of Pauline Oliveros, who died at age 84 on 26 November 2016. 
American composer, accordionist and a central figure in the development of 

experimental and post-war electronic art music. She was a founding member 
of the San Francisco Tape Music Center in the 1960s, and served as its 
director. She taught music at Mills College, the University of California, San 

Diego, Oberlin Conservatory of Music, and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 
Oliveros authored books, formulated new music theories, and investigated 
new ways to focus attention on music including her concepts of “Deep 

Listening” and “sonic awareness”. 

1. A number of free, public local events in the weeks leading up to, on 
and after July 18, 2017, World Listening Day, are still in the planning 
phase.  Events will be led in conjunction with the Midwest Society for 

Acoustic Ecology, the Chicago Park District, and a number of scientists 
and artists from institutions including but not limited to SAIC, 
Experimental Sound Studio, U of C, DePaul, Northwestern, The Field 

Museum, Peggy Notebeart and Chicago Wild Things. 
2. The World Listening Project will convene and broadcast online a four-

hour virtual symposium across six continents on July 18, 2017.  In 

addition to scholarly presentations, interdisciplinary panels and sound 
art transmissions, leaders from around the word will share about or 
preview their local participation of World Listening Day and how their 

communities responded to the theme of LISTENING TO THE GROUND. 
The symposium will be added to the WLP archive on YouTube. 

http://deeplistening.org/
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